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Dive into a new

beauty experience

more natural than

ever.

WATERLESS

BEAUTY
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Personal care

products in powder

form.

PERFECT SYMBIOSIS

THE DRY MASK
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The power of active

ingredients in a dry

mask.

think Tech, 
think Nature.



Innovation

Expertise

Creativity

Creator of forward-looking cosmetic
concepts and WoW products®
 

Need an idea? Looking for innovation? Want a

specific product? 

 

Thanks to a permanent trends deciphering, a

strong creativity and a perfect knowledge of

regulations and raw materials, our Research

and Development department (R&D) has been

setting Technature as a standard reference in

the cosmetic market.

 

 

Its role: creating new textures or galenic forms,

original and innovative formulations.

 

Enjoy here a world of new products!

"We are creators of tailor made

cosmetic concepts. That means we

create new products and new trends in

the same time, while providing our

clients a global support: from the idea

to the finished and packaged product."

Pierre Morvan, CEO. 

A WORLD OF

WOW

PRODUCTS®

WoW Products®
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Ode to Nature

Waterless beauty

Perfect symbiosis -

The dry mask
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Supra Lift'up mask

SOS Pure - SoftCell®mask

Icy blue mask

Sparkling-foaming mask

3 cares to get good skin!

WoW Products®

Technature



+NATURAL
BEAUTY
THAN EVER...
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ODE TO
NATURE

Find  the  best  of  Nature  in  this  new  range  of

face  and  body  products.  Composed of
more than 95% of ingredients of natural
origin ,  awaken  your  senses  and  dive  into  a

new  beauty  experience  more  natural  than

ever.

 

Formulas  made  in  France,  with  natural

fragances  and  active  ingredients  selected

for  their  properties  and  benefits.

 

Each  product  has:

 

-  its  action,  

-  its  main  active  ingredient,

- its  perfume,  

-  its  texture.

 

A  true  "Ode  to  Nature" that  combines

sensoriality,  naturalness  and  simplicity.

 

 

Products  :  cleansing  face  oil  (linen) ,  jelly

water  micellar  (reed) ,  face  cleansing  foam

(green  tea) ,  exfoliating  face  powder  (rice) ,

face  scrub  paste  (bamboo) ,  exfoliating  face

cream  (babassu) ,  powder  mask  (cucumber) ,

cream  mask  (carrot) ,  radiance  essence

(orange) ,  face  oil  (rose) ,  face  cream

(hibiscus) ,  lip  balm  (coconut) ,  body

exfoliating  powder  (Earl  Grey) ,  body  cream

(manguo) .

SKIN CARES INSPIRED BY NATURE
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The carbon footprint is often mentioned but

what is the «water footprint»? In most beauty

products, water is the first ingredient listed.

Anxious to reduce water consumption in the

manufacture of cosmetics, Technature has

created a range of anhydrous products, in other

words that do not contain water. As a powder

form, anhydrous products don't require

preservatives like "conventional" products. 

6 formulas for 2 different uses.

WATERLESS BEAUTY
S H O W E R  G E L ,  S H A M P O O ,  C O N D I T I O N E R ,  M A S K . . .

I N  P O W D E R . . .

"A decreased water footprint. It's

waterless, it's 90% weightless"

Ritual 1:  To rehydrate. 

An anhydrous powder to be rehydrated in a

bottle.

Ritual 2: Direct use.

An anhydrous powder preservative free to be

used directly in the shower. 

Packaged in sachet, doypack sachet or powder

dispenser.

More than 97% of ingredients

of natural origin.
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OH MY
MASK !
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Derived from nanotechnology research and

medical applications, this non-soaked sheet

mask is made up of a nanofiber membrane, dry

to the touch, in which active ingredients are

incorporated. You just have to dampen the face

with water or an aqueous care before applying

the mask. The active layer starts releasing its

active ingredients. It only takes 8 minutes… for

the skin to completely absorb the active

ingredients of the nanofibrelayer! The result is

quick and visible: the effectiveness is

guaranteed, there isnothing left on the skin.

PERFECT
SYMBIOSIS

THE DRY
MASK

REF. 8V0004A
 

Ingredients: Sodium hyaluronate (hydration) -

Gluconolactone (hydration) - Vitamins C & E

(antioxidant et anti-ageing).

 

Ritual of beauty: Dampen thoroughly the whole

face with lukewarm water. Remove the green

protective layer and apply immediately the mask.

Smooth onto the face. For a perfect adhesion of

the mask and an optimum action, wet the mask

from the outside using water or a toner. Leave

the mask on for 8-15 minutes. Remove the mask.

Do not rinse. 
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The power of active ingredients
in a dry mask



SUPRA LIFT'UP
MASK

The  originality  of  this  mask  lies  in  its  double

action:  the mechanical performance of the
tissue combined with the performance of
the serum enables to enhance the benefits .
 

The  mechanical  action  is  ensured  by  the

stretch  structure  that  immediately  delivers  a

sensation  oftensor  effect,  lasting  until  the  end

of  the  application.  The  stretchability of  the
tissue  enables  to  perfectly  fit  the  whole  face

and  ensures  a  constant  adhesion  of  the  mask

throughout  the  treatment  for  an  enhanced

effectiveness.

 

The  moisturising and  anti-ageing  active

ingredients  released  by  the  serum  act  in

synergy  with  the  lifting  effect  of  the  tissue  for

a  young  and  beautified  skin.

 

AN EXTENSIBLE STRUCTURE

REF. 1S0162A
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SOS Pure - SoftCell® Mask
SoftCell mask is made to a 100% natural cellulosic

fibers (wood). The production process for these

fibers is naturally hygienically clean and eco-

friendly. These fibers score in facial masks thanks

to their outstanding absorption and transportation

properties and the need-based release of caring

lotions for perfectly pampered skin.

 

The SoftCell mask - fibers which were specially

developed for use in face masks - provide

transparent nonwovens which pamper the user's

skin with their silky soft surface.

The fibers of SoftCell mask are more absorbent
than cotton, sother than silk and cooler than
linen.
 

Latest in the range, the SOS Pure mask is a

concentrate of purifying active ingredients rich in

sodium hyaluronate. 

 

The skin is as if freed of its impurities and recovers

all the comfort of soft and supple skin. 
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ICY BLUE
MASK

This  sorbet  mask  is  a  powder  mask  in

contact  with  water  turns  into  an  ultra-fresh

blue  gel.

 

Its gel texture, spreads and leaves on the

skin a fully frosted effect.  Active

ingredients,  derived  from  seaweed  in

extreme  weather  conditions  are

incorporated  in  this  formula  to  fade  the  first

signs  of  time  and  provide  a  real  breath  of

fresh  air  to  the  skin.

 

 

Ritual of beauty :  Pour  50g  of  water  into  a

bowl  and  add  the  bag  of  10g  of  powder.  Let

stand  for  1  minute  then  mix  until  a  creamy

gel  is  obtained.  Allow  to  rest  again  and

apply  the  mask  in  a  thin  layer  on  the  face

avoiding  the  eye  area.  Leave  on  for  10  -  15

minutes  then  rinse.

AN ULTRA-FRESH BLUE MASK
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MASK IS AIRY TO
SAY THE LEAST!

This  powder  mask  has  an  innovating

technology  drawing  by  the  « Carboxy

Therapy  » .  

 

Whenthe  active  ingredients  of  this

foaming  formula  get  in  touch,  they

combine  and  surprise  bytheir  fizzing

reaction.  Indeed,  in  contact  with  water

and  skin,  they  generate  air  and  turn  into  a

surprising  airy  foam  that  restore  radiance

and  youthfulness  to  the  face.

 

A  "healthy  glow" effect  thanks  to  the

combination  of  papaya  extract  and  a

tripeptide  for  a  gentle  peeling.  

 

POWDER MASK INSPIRED
BY "CARBOXY THERAPY"

REF. P00253A
SPARKLING-FOAMING MASK
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98.7% of ingredients of

natural origin.



OH MY
SKIN !
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This 2-in-1 cleansing fluid: milk + tonic is the

perfect combination to remove make-up from

the skin. During its application, this milky

melting emulsion transforms into water to

gently remove make-up and impurities from the

face and eyes. 

 

Ingredients : anti-ageing active ingredient,

marine source water, laminaria extract.

3 cares to get
good skin!
1.  MAKE-UP REMOVER EMULSION

2.  AMINO ACTIVE CLEANSING CREAM

3.  DIVINE EYES CREAM
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This cleansing face combines the lightness of a

cream and the action of a make-up remover to

gently remove impurities and the last traces of

makeup on the skin. Its fluid and non-foaming

texture enables a cleansing with water taking

care of the most delicate skins. Cleansed, the skin

regains all its softness. 

 

Ingredients : moisturizing active ingredient, oily

vanilla extract, Dead Sea salt.

Fine and fresh, this cream releases the anti-

ageing powers of its active ingredients to reduce

eye tiredness and fight the first signs of time of

eye contour. Over repeated applications, this

fragile area is protected and sublimated. An ideal

care to beautify your look!

 

Ingredients : anti-ageing active ingredient,

polysensory moisturizer, sweet almond oil, plants

oils, vitamin E.

REF. 1C0127A

REF. 1G0049A

REF. 1C0203A



ENJOY A
WORLD OF

WOW
PRODUCTS
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